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The opinions expressed by the entrepreneur's participants are their own. Like most people, I like to save money, that's why I offer a lot of custom-made products. I'm always looking for excellent pr tools, affordable or free. Here's a list of tools you can use to get cheap publicity: Like most people, I like to save money. I'm always looking for excellent pr tools,
affordable or free. Here is a list of tools you can use to promote on the cheap price:1 Reporter Help: Free lead from reporters seeking resources for story2. Contact any celebrities:A one-week trial for $1 provides contact information for celebrities. If you send your product to a celebrity and he likes it, you can use someone's feedback, so it's testimonials on
your website, press releases, etc. to drive sales.3 Gift List: Try free media contact database for Consumer Products Company This link will give you a 15 percent discount if you decide to subscribe.4. Contacts on tap: Try a free 15-day media contact database5. Chase Calendar: A list of free holidays you can create This annual calendar is used by the media
everywhere.6. PR leads: Leads from reporters looking for resources for $99 a month stories Ezinearticles.com 7. Send a resource box at the bottom to drive traffic to your website8. Write posts from interview guests or be mentioned by top bloggers with links to your website. Free.9. It takes time to submit an application to receive a reward, but it is usually
free.10 Write a letter to a magazine or newspaper editor, including your company name and website, free of charge using these tools and see your PR efforts more successful without spending large sums of money. Get heap discounts to the books you love delivered directly to your inbox. We'll have different books each week and share special offers that
you won't find anywhere else. Expand your business knowledge and reach the full potential of entrepreneurs with entrepreneur insider's exclusive benefits of just $5 per month, access to premium content, webinars, free advertising experiences and more! Do you have a significant gap in your coverage? Trust the entrepreneurs to help you find Scott
Olson/Getty Images in a perfect world, contraception will be free for everyone. Alas, health care costs are a growing concern for many Americans, especially women. While price should not be an obstacle to obtaining safe and reliable health care to prevent pregnancy, this is true for some women. The good news is that there are plenty of options for women
seeking affordable emergency contraception. It's commonly referred to as morning medicine after oral emergency. Available over the counter for women and men of all ages. While you can also see disclaimers about generic drugs, say it is intended for use by older women. Anyone 17 years old can purchase without presenting an ID. This is why you may
see those age disclaimers. In 2013, Teva, the maker of Plan B, received a special three-year deal, making its products the only emergency contraceptives sold over the counter without age restrictions. When the FDA finally reversed this agreement, allowing the general to sell over the counter, the department also required these generals to include labels.
For ages 17 and up. To compensate for reversing the previous agreement with TEVA, Plan B would be the only emergency contraceptive pill without an age-limiting label. Of course, this label is meaningless, since no one has to show proof of age, it appears that this labeling decision, which has nothing to do with patient safety, only serves to pad Teva's
bottom line. These labels not only confuse patients, they lead pharmacists to spread false assertions. A 2013 study found 20% of pharmacy staff told callers that teens do not have access to emergency contraceptives. Only about half of the remaining respondents provided completely accurate information. Today, it is up to consumers to navigate
misinformation and barriers to access. Because emergency contraception is a sensitive subject, Planned Parenthood recommends bringing it forward: Since emergency contraception works better, the faster you use it, it's a good idea to get emergency contraception before you need it in case you'll have it on hand if it's an accident, and you won't have to
worry about running out of pharmacy or waiting for an appointment for a prescription. Three key emergency contraceptive methods are paragard iud, ella and plan B, one step or similar oral medication. Generally, the cost varies from $30 to $65 for a morning pill after and $500 to $900 for iud insertion for women interested in how each Planned Parenthood
option is identified. Other types of IUD, cannot be used as emergency contraceptives, but ParaGard can be used for this purpose when inserted up to five days after unprotected sex. It may not be as convenient as getting emergency contraception at pharmacies, but ParaGard is effectively 99.9% Ella Ella, sold by prescription only for women of all ages. It
can be obtained at the pharmacy or ordered online via a prescription service for $59, which includes next-day delivery. Ella me acetate ulipristal, a Receptors are up to five days after unprotected sex. Plan B, AfterPill, and more Some of the more common emergency contraceptives include one-step plan B, the next choice one dose, my method, and action,
and prices often range from $35 to $60. A common form of plan B, a one-step one-step called AfterPill, is available for only $20 (plus $5 delivery) afterpill.com the site does not offer fast delivery, so it is not intended for emergency use, but probably the cheapest option if you want it to be in the future. These drugs are most effective up to three days after
unprotected sex. The Yuzpe method has another emergency method of contraception, and back in the 1970s, named Professor A. Albert Yuzpe, who conducted a study in 1974, how Yuzpe involved the use of daily contraceptives as an emergency contraceptive pill. Only some traditional contraceptives can be used in this way. Approved brands and volume
information can be found at the Emergency Contraception website. This method is most effective when used within 72 hours after unprotected sex. For comprehensive information on the cost of emergency contraception and payment assistance, please contact your bedsider.org. Does health insurance cover emergency contraception? If you have health
insurance, you may be able to get emergency contraception free of charge, including IUDs and over-the-counter medications. The Affordable Care Act requires insurers to cover the cost of contraception in full, even if there are some exceptions, because the Supreme Court's decision in favor of hobby lobby religious employers can leave providing
contraceptive coverage, although it is possible that employee costs will still be covered by insurance companies, according to the ACA. Ultimately, as with traditional birth control pills, some brand contraceptives may be exempt, but should be fully covered by federal law. Even if you don't have health insurance or you're on a grandfather plan that doesn't cover
emergency contraception, you may be eligible for cost savings through a family planning waiver or by contacting your local health department. Prices still have to come down even though the availability of counter-terrorism is a positive step, according to a July 2013 study by the American Association for Emergency Contraception, a price that remains a
major obstacle for women getting the contraceptive care they need. The study concludes: While moving products from pharmacy to shelves is a big step forward, prices remain a barrier. General guidance does not significantly reduce the price of the EC. While conventional drugs usually cost 80-85%. So even the lowest prices in retail stores are inaccessible
to many women so that the EC is truly accessible for anyone who wants the price to be lowered to a more reasonable level. More information about emergency contraception consult with Planned Parenthood or the Emergency Contraception Website. More from Personal Finance Cheat Sheet:
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